
Name: ___________________

   Snow Fun
       By Guy Belleranti

Zoe looked out the window.

“It’s snowing!” 

“Let’s go out and play,” Devin

said. 

“Yes,” Grace said. “We can

make a snowman.”

They put on boots, coats, hats,

and gloves.  Then they ran outside.

“I think we should make a big

snowman,” Devin said. 

“I think we should make a small one,” Grace said. 

“I have an idea we all might like,” Zoe said.  She told Devin and 

Grace her idea.

“Great idea,” they said.

They did not make a big snowman or a small snowman.

They made three snow kids.

“They look like us,” Devin said. 

“You’re right,” Grace said.  “I wonder what else we can make.”

Zoe smiled. “I have an idea.” 

Seconds later, the friends were making…and throwing…snowballs!
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Name: ___________________

Snow Fun
By Guy Belleranti

1.   What time of year does the story most
      likely take place? 

a.  summer 

b.  fall

c.  winter

d.  spring  

 
2.   In the story, what do Grace and Devin disagree about? 

     _____________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________

3.  What does Zoe suggest as an activity all three of them will like? 

     ________________________________________________________________
 

4.   At the end of the story, what else do the kids make?  

a.  a snow fort

b.  a snow man  

c.  a sledding hill 

d.  snowballs  
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Name: ___________________

  Snow Fun
By Guy Belleranti

Draw lines to match the words from the story
with their meanings. 

1.  coats a. items you wear on your 
hands to keep them warm

2.  wonder b.     made a happy face 

3.  gloves c. outer clothing you wear 
when it's cold outside

4.  snowman d. items you wear on your feet 
to keep them warm and dry

   

5.  boots e. think about or guess at

6.  smiled f. a character made out of 
snow
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Name: ___________________

Snow Fun
   By Guy Belleranti

In the story, “Snow Fun,” Zoe, Devin, and Grace
go outside to play in the snow. 

What is your favorite season?  What are your
favorite things to do outside at that time of year?
Use complete sentences when you write your
answer. 

/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
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ANSWER KEY

Snow Fun
By Guy Belleranti

1.   What time of year does the story most
      likely take place?  c

a.  summer 

b.  fall

c.  winter

d.  spring  

 
2.   In the story, what do Grace and Devin disagree about? 

     Grace thinks they should build a small snowman, 
     while Devin thinks they should build a big snowman. 

3.  What does Zoe suggest as an activity all three of them will like? 

     Zoe suggests they all make snow kids.
 

4.   At the end of the story, what else do the kids make?  d  

a.  a snow fort

b.  a snow man  

c.  a sledding hill 

d.  snowballs  
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ANSWER KEY

Snow Fun
       By Guy Belleranti

Draw lines to match the words from the story
with their meanings. 

1.  coats a. items you wear on your 
hands to keep them warm

2.  wonder b.     made a happy face

3.  gloves c. outer clothing you wear 
when it's cold outside

4.  snowman d. items you wear on your feet 
to keep them warm and dry

   

5.  boots e. think about or guess at

6.  smiled f. a character made out of 
snow 

                                                  

             LD
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